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Other Colours

Standard Colours

M&H Red M&H Orange M&H Yellow M&H Brown M&H Green M&H Blue M&H Purple M&H Black

Blue Reflection Forget Me Knot Mellow Lilac Vibrant Lilac Midnight Stockholm Blue Cool Green Turquoise

Kiwi Lime Green Slate Wet Slate Rainforest Papyrus Eggnog Dijon

Oatcake Egyptian Sand Cinnamon Spanish Clay Cool Suede Tumeric Moroccan Saffron

Concrete Elven Grey Winter Dusk Suit Pheasant Piggy Pink Funky Pink Pure Purple

Salmon Pink Cherry Tomato Black Blue Magenta Burnt Red Terracotta Red Vine Red Teak

Do you require an 
exact colour?  
We make it easy!
Berry M&H offers full assistance in matching 
colours and tints to your exact marketing 
vision. Across is a chart featuring a selection 
of some of the different colours available 
but we can also match to any Pantone® 
reference or to a physical object to meet  
your specific requirements.

The base colours of plastic are clear  
(PET, PETG, PCTG, PVC) or natural  
(HDPE, PP, PE). All products can be 
manufactured in colour with the addition of 
coloured masterbatch.

We have created the chart featuring  
selected colour options as a guide to some 
of the different colours you may wish to 
consider and are able to supply colour 
plaques of these. 

Accurate colour control is critical to 
many projects and is an essential part of 
ensuring brand integrity. When several 
types of packaging are used for the same 
customer or brand, it is the accuracy of the 
colour matching which creates a unified 
brand identity. This requires packaging 
manufacturers skilled at matching colours 
with different polymer bases.

The colours shown do not include 
transparent tints which are used for clear 
products, or different effects such as metallic 
and frosted.

Berry M&H has developed a range of 
standard colours and selecting from this 
range will save both time and money.

Berry M&H has a team of dedicated project 
account managers who will help bring your 
concept to life from component selection to 
colour and final decoration.

Whether you choose from the Berry M&H 
portfolio of standard products or require a 
bespoke solution they will be there to help 
you every step of the way.

Please contact us on +44 (0) 1502 715518  
to discuss your requirements or email 
sales@mhplastics.com.


